Perceived tonal continuity through two noise bursts separated by silence.
Three experiments measured the perceived continuity of two pure tones "flankers" through a masker containing a silence. Experiment 1 used a 2I-2AFC procedure; one interval contained two noise bursts separated by a silent gap, and the other contained two noise bursts separated by a tone of the same duration as the silence. Discrimination between masker conditions was very accurate when the flankers were absent but was impaired substantially when the flankers were present. This was taken as evidence that illusory flanker continuity during the silent gap was heard as similar to the physical presence of a tone in the gap. In experiment 2, performance remained poor when the flankers were frequency glides aligned along a common trajectory. Performance improved significantly when the flankers were misaligned in trajectory. In experiment 3, listeners rated directly perceived flanker continuity. Strong continuity was reported in the silent gap conditions for which poor performance had been observed in experiments 1 and 2. These findings show that continuity may be heard through a masker that cannot mask a physically continuous tone but can mask the flankers' offset and onset. The results are explained in terms of the perceptual grouping of onsets and offsets of the flankers.